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Introduction

This Buyer's Guide is the second edition of an 
AccountingWEB project to document the available options 
for paperless office systems. To enable us to identify and 
review as many systems as possible, we asked 
AccountingWEB members to look at some of the systems 
for us. 

There is detailed coverage of suppliers who have been 
considered by more than one AccountingWEB member, 
with shorter summaries for systems that were not 
subjected to such intense scrutiny. 

AccountingWEB wishes to thank the following reviewers:

Steve Warburton, 
Finance Director, ATMS plc

Jeff Tansley, 
Chief Technology Officer, Axiom International

Moira McLaughlin, 
Financial Controller, Blairs of Scotland

Glen Patterson, 
Managing Director, Custom Enterprises Ltd

Douglas Quinton, 
Director, Business Aspirations Ltd

Chris Skelton, 
Finance Director, Extracare Charitable Trust

Mark Austen, 
IT director, James & Cowper

Tim Newman, 
Director, SRG Newmans
Ed Wicke, 
Systems Architect, top 20 accountancy firm

Michael Bottomley, 
Partner, Robertshaw & Myers
 
Keith Jones, 
Partner, Knight Arnold Wall

Nigel Harris, 
Associate, Burton-Sweet

Marc Landsman, 
Director, Carmichael & Co

Our intention is to continue growing our knowledge in 
this area to develop AccountingWEB's IT Zone into the 
definitive site for information on paperless office systems. 

Achieving this ambition may take some time, but we have 
access to an unparalleled resource - the knowledge and 
enthusiasm of AccountingWEB members. We would like 
to thank the people listed below for the effort they put into 
the reviews which underpin this guide.

John Stokdyk
Technology editor, AccountingWEB.co.uk

Anne Miller, 
Managing Director, The Accounts Service 

Kevin Salter, 
Partner, Glover Stanbury & Co

Keith Sandow, 
Partner, Dixon Walsh

Steve Williams, 
Partner, Langtons

Richard Hayward, 
Partner, Ward Williams 

Habel Adamjee, 
Principal, Christie Buchanan

Ray Robinson, 
IT Partner, Phipps & Co

Bill Allsopp, 
Sole practitioner

Andrew Godden, 
Tax & IT Partner, The Wells Partnership

Paul Jenkins, 
Jenkins & Co

Ros Martin, 
Tax consultant

Andrew Sturgeon, 
Director, Caviar Consulting 
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AccountingWEB technology editor John Stokdyk offers some 
introductory points to consider when investigating document 
management technology. A longer version is available online 
at: http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/item/128992/448

Cost/benefit analysis 
Speed, space-saving, efficiency and cost, and even improved 
disaster recovery are all solid benefits that can be gained 
from document management systems. Sales people 
frequently present the paperless office as a ‘no-brainer’. But 
any investment in technology needs to be justified on the 
potential returns and implemented with appropriate 
consultation and training to ensure it delivers the promised 
benefits.

Information & knowledge management
Document scanning generates mountains of data. Unless 
you devise a proper structure and processes for dealing with
 it, you may ultimately find that the sheer volume of data 
begins to undermine the benefits that lured you into 
document management. 

Scanned image files just give you a picture of the document 
and store it in a file. The user or manager responsible for the 
system will need to determine naming conventions and 
directory structures for easy retrieval and whether to convert 
the image files into searchable text with optical character 
recognition tools. If OCR is used, most databases can 
automatically index documents for you. Otherwise, a decision
will need to be taken whether to include database index 
fields so human archivers can attach keywords to the 
document to assist future searches.

Workflow processes
Do not embark on a paperless project unless you have 
worked out a clear picture of the existing information flow 
within your organisation. Consider how documents will be 
logged in and out of the database, how users might raise 
them for action by other team members, and authorisation 
processes to OK them for deletion or long-term storage. 
AccountingWEB member Harry Gannaway advises, you can 
ignore fancy theories and merely replicate the structure of 
your existing paper files so everyone can find them. 

Training and management
Who is going to be responsible for running the document 
management system? Before you work out the projected 
costs, consider your training needs. Partners and managers 
setting out on a paperless office project need to consider 
whether they have the right knowledge and expertise to 
know what they are letting the organisation in for.

Storage and network capacity
The volume of incoming and stored documents will influence 
the types of software, scanner and storage you choose. One 
paperless firm estimates it consumes 1.5-2Gb of storage per 
100 users per month. If you use OCR conversion you will 
need double the storage requirement since you still need to 
store a facsimile of the original document too. 
AccountingWEB member David Melia filled up a 100Gb 
hard drive within two years.

John Stokdyk,
Technology Editor, AccountingWEB.co.uk 

The Paperless Office - Key issues
by John Stokdyk, AccountingWEB.co.uk
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Nigel Harris, an associate with Bristol-based 
chartered accountants Burton Sweet, gives an 
overview of the key issues involved in setting up 
a "less paper" practice.

For many accountants in practice, dealing with a mountain 
of paper can be costly in terms of both time and money. For 
larger firms, that includes the cost of renting storage space 
for archives, or paying for outsourced archiving. And how 
many of us have wasted time searching for missing files, at 
the expense of the client service we try to provide?

Perhaps the paperless - or as the ICAEW IT puts it "less paper" 
- office could make a difference. Cost saving is an obvious 
starting point. We spend the equivalent of renting a 
decent-sized office on off-site archive storage. But moving to 
paperless working methods also reduces ongoing costs - less 
stationery, less paper to photocopy and less space, not to 
mention less chargeable time spent just collecting and 
reading through files.

Try this simple test. Think of a letter you sent recently that 
can still be retrieved on your office network, or indeed your 
own PC. Now time how long it takes you to get that letter up 
on your computer screen. Then time how long it takes you to 
get the client file open on your desk at that letter. Get the 
point?

MYOB has an online calculator that costs this exercise 
- the results are staggering! And the time saved will mean 
faster response times to client queries and better client 
service generally. 

If archiving is your main concern, ask your partners and senior 
staff a few questions:
 
• How long should we keep old files? In some cases 
 seven years is adequate, but you might wish to keep 
 some papers indefinitely. Perhaps files over 12 months 
 old could simply be stored off-site and the oldest 
 destroyed on an annual cycle until the bulk of the 
 paper is gone.

• How do we want to retrieve archives - should the 
 electronic archives be indexed in detail (if so, who's 
 going to do this?), should they be converted to, say, 
 MS Word or Adobe Acrobat format - and how much 
 longer will this take?

• Do we want to be able to access archives through 
 the core practice management software, or via a 
 separate database application? Does the current 
 practice management system have this facility? If 
 we use bespoke software, are we confident that the 
 software will still be work on our new computer 
 system in five to years' time?
 
• Count the cost! A decent scanner will cost you 
 £2,500, and will still only scan 15 pages per 
 minute. Add time for indexing and OCR conversion
 and work out just how long the exercise is going to 
 take you! You'll need to recruit additional admin 
 staff to do this work or it will never get done. And 
 while you may not need those filing cabinets, you'll 
 definitely need more computer storage. One 
 paperless firm estimates they use 1.5-2Gb of 
 storage per 100 users per month. If you use OCR, 
 double the storage requirement. 

Your old files may be an issue, but to make any progress you 
need to stop creating so much paper in the first place! This 
will be a quantum leap, and will demand total commitment 
from everyone in the firm. Luckily, there is plenty of help at 
hand, starting with the suppliers featured in this buyer's 
guide.

Nigel Harris,
Associate, Burton-Sweet

The Paperless Office - Key issues
by Nigel Harris, Burton-Sweet
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Electronic mail, on-line submissions to the Revenue, letters 
generated on screen, electronic filing. But still there are 
massive paper files. So can the Paperless Office be a reality? 

It is certainly not a new concept. In the 1980s at the 
National Microfilm Association Annual Conference in 
America, the big topic of the moment was the 
“Paperless Office”. In fact a US Government department
had even established a demonstration office in 
Washington DC to show how it could be achieved.

A computer-based system was able to locate an image of 
a document on a roll of microfilm containing over 2,500 
images at very high speed. Since then, microfilm has 
successfully reduced paper mountains, saving valuable 
office space, improving efficiency and providing a genuine 
long lasting security back up for data. 

“The reality now is that with 
current computer processing 
power and powerful software 
the “Paperless Age” is with us.”

Microfilm was an ideal solution for archiving documents 
but did not answer many of the issues necessary in 
managing office data dynamically. Sharing and distributing 
information was difficult. It was not a suitable medium for 
adding data to existing records or allowing notes to be 
made on a document. Accurate version control and some 
data security issues were also limitations of microfilm 
applications. 

The need for specialist viewing and printing 
equipment also increased the cost of implementation. 
Some or all of these issues forestalled the move to a 
completely paperless office, to which of course you need to
 add the natural desire of a human being to use a sheet 
of paper. (Just how many people print their e-mails?)

The reality now is that with current computer processing 
power and powerful software the ‘Paperless Age’ is with 
us. All forms of data can now be managed electronically 
and it is a simple process to convert and integrate any data 
in original paper form into an electronic format.

 

Document management software now allows documents 
in a multitude of formats to be distributed, shared and 
updated in a secure and convenient manner as well as 
providing a secure audit trail by means of encryption, 
thereby tracking of all changes or movements of the data.

Many organisations have been steadily moving towards the 
paperless office using technology to convert files from 
paper and microfilm to the electronic medium. Councils 
are converting files such as planning applications and 
housing records to give improved service. Hospitals are 
finding that patient records kept electronically can save 
huge amounts of time in getting critical information to 
where it is most needed. Utilities have found that customer 
service is greatly improved by answering enquiries efficiently 
and accurately.

These benefits are available for organisations of any size, 
including accountancy practices. Relatively inexpensive 
but powerful software and hardware is now available that 
will allow all stored and incoming data to be simply 
converted to electronic form. Once converted it can be 
shared with colleagues wherever they are located using 
local networks or by using the Internet. The benefits are 
significant - improved office efficiency, better customer 
service, no lost files, reduced cost of storage and a better 
working environment.

The key to implementing a successful paperless office is to 
make as little change to existing office practices or 
procedures as possible. The electronic file should mirror 
all the positive aspects of the original paper filing where 
the system has been developed effectively over years. 
Using the same file formats, structure and indexing, the 
users immediately become familiar with the system. 

It should also be simple to use and be compatible with 
existing software operating systems. By considering these 
factors, the transition to the paperless office can be a 
painless, enjoyable and profitable exercise, once the 
cultural change to an organisation has been addressed 
and accepted. 

John Ellis is managing director of 
New Leaf Software, which sells and supports the 
Cumulus paperless office system for accounting 
practices.

The Paperless Office… Myth or Reality?
by John Ellis, New Leaf Software
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APS UK managing director Brian Coventry 
presents some simplified definitions for 
professional software requirements based on the 
kinds of work firms do.

Industry commentators and software suppliers often talk 
about the "scalability" of software solutions, where they 
purport to meet the IT demands of practices of all sizes. 
But does this actually mean anything to prospective clients? 
It seems that the software world is fast losing touch with 
potential clients by speaking in a clichéd jargon that is leaving 
accounting professionals confused and a little bit wary.

Perhaps the time has come to go back to the drawing board 
and for practitioners to demand that software houses talk in 
layman’s terms about the software they offer.

Rather than talk about ‘scalable solutions or integrated 
suites’ this article explain the whole scalability issue 
in terms of ‘building blocks’ or software platforms. 

Put simply, practice software needs to cater for firms of all 
sizes. It needs to offer a series of well defined application 
platforms so that firms of varying types and sizes can see at 
a glance which product sets best suit their practice – which 
elements of the software suite they need now and which 
elements they may elect to implement down the track 
(when it suits them, not the supplier!). 

The first step for firms in selecting a practice management, 
accounting, tax and related software suite is to identify what 
sort of firm they are. There are three types of professional 
accounting firm that can be characterised as follows:

• Accounting compliance firms
• Business advisory practices
• Professional service organisations.

Accounting compliance firms
Generally speaking, an accounting compliance firm needs 
the following software elements to have a smooth running 
practice:

• Time & Fees
• Tax & Accounts.

This is a starter suite of software – to which the firm can add 
to as requirements change or grow. An accounting compliance 
firm seeks basic time and fees functionality with a database of 
clients that integrates to compliance software. Over time some 
of these firms mature and adopt the characteristics of a value 
focused organisation or Business Advisor.

Business advisory practices
This type of practice has greater needs that the accounting 
compliance firm. The business advisory practice has a more 
diverse relationship with its clients, offering a broader set of 
services and therefore requires more assistance from its 
software. 

Practices in this segment require a robust practice 
management system that delivers a sound marketing 
platform, pricing, and comprehensive analysis of resources 
and the clients they serve. The time and fees requirements 
of a business advisory firm expand to incorporate online 
expense and approval processes. 

Reporting is a major requirement with firms looking for 
extensive analysis of the business. The following elements are 
likely to suffice:

• Time. expenses and fees
• Tax and accounts
• Practice management
• Advanced reporting

Professional service organisations
As the business advisory firm matures, it’s business strategies 
see it evolve into regional, national and global organisations. 
Firms in this category have sound business processes to 
support their comprehensive product portfolio. IT business 
solutions must be able to support requirements such as 
workflow, client relationship management and electronic 
content (document) management.

This type of firm will have built a comprehensive practice that 
requires a greater level of software assistance for its 
day-to-day activities – because of this the partners have 
proactively decided to embrace a more electronically 
systemised practice, so the following software is required:

• Time, expenses, fees and approvals
• Tax and accounts
• Practice management
• Advanced reporting
• Business process management, resource planning 
 and workflow
• Document Management
• CRM

Size of practice does not determine what type of firm you are. 
Some of the smallest firms are clearly business advisory 
because of the way they work demands greater assistance 
from the software they employ.

Conversely, some firms with significant staff numbers and 
fees may see themselves as business advisory practices. 
Process and workflow may not be electronically systemised 
and document management and/or CRM facilities may be 
seen as "something for the future".

If we look at the software as a tool - a series of application 
platforms - then it becomes quite a simple task to ‘see’ what 
type of firm you are. Armed with a clear picture, practices 
can talk to the software suppliers on their own terms – not 
the other way round.

About the author
Brian Coventry is Managing Director of APS Group in the 
UK. For more information about APS visit:
http://www.accountnweb.co.uk/members/aps.html
 

Practice software: Scalable solutions or Software platforms for your firm?
by Brian Coventry, APS Group



How it works
When Microsoft Office documents are saved, WorkSite presents a 
conventional Explorer-type folder view and automatically adds the relevant 
meta data appropriate to the folder to which you save the file. Little manual 
intervention is required, reducing likelihood of misfiling. The standard 
WorkSite interface is based around a FileSite add-in which places practice 
management and Document Review folders within the normal Outlook 
folder structure. The Intranet module provides a simple alternative means of 
access for firms with several offices. 

Ease of use
The Save As facility is easy for users to adapt and store new MS Office 
documents in the right place. While the Outlook-based Document Review 
folders might appeal to those who organise their working life around the 
Outlook In Box, one reviewer found the Intranet interface more 
straightforward. Customisation features were easy to understand and apply.

Configuration
The folder structure, file ownership and access permissions are set up on 
installation, but can easily be amended later. Meta data can be drawn from 
existing practice management systems. Practice filing structure is replicated 
within WorkSite with a variety of user-friendly views; users can choose 
client and work type either from virtual folders or profile pick lists. Installation 
requires considerable planning, consultancy and training - which APS can 
provide - but in-house IT house expertise would be an advantage.

Key features
Search/retrieve: File content can be searched via meta data annotations 
and indexes compiled from optical character recognition of scanned files. 
Security: File status and retention policy is fully customisable by the firm, 
with options to set security at user, folder and document levels. and appears 
as comprehensive as a paper system. AdvanceDocs can create PDFs using 
128-bit encryption and can add additional controls to documents, such as 
disabling copy and print functions.
Workflow: Workflow tools and authorisation available within WorkSite or 
with other workflow systems.
AdvanceDocs PDF Creator: Converts any printable document into PDF 
and saves it directly into the WorkSite client database 
OffSite: This feature enables users to take complete client files away from 
the office on a laptop and controls the booking in/out of files, versions and 
file changes

Supplier information
Advanced Professional Solutions (APS), 
Castle Court, 41 London Road, Reigate, Surrey RH2 9RJ, 
Tel 0870 351 4878. 
Email: brianc@aps-advance.com

AccountingWEB Paperless Office Buyer’s Guide November 2005

User ra:tings
  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability           ★★★★  ★★★★★ 
 Features         ★★★★★  ★★★★★

 Security          ★★★★  ★★★★ 
 Supplier          ★★★★  ★★★★

 Value               ★★★★  ★★★★

APS WorkSite www.aps-advance.co.uk

Overview
New Zealand-based practice software developer APS has integrated the Interwoven WorkSite system within 
its Advance suite, which is designed for accountancy firms with 15+ users. WorkSite captures electronic 
documents from any source - inlcuding emails via Microsoft Outlook - and stores them within its client/matter 
folders. It includes useful features such as version control for Microsoft Office documents and web access for 
remote users. Offline mode allows users to take archive documents off site on their laptops

APS Worksite Spec check
Target market: 4+ partner accountancy firms with practice 
management systems such as MYOB VPM, APS, Star or Practice Engine.
Price: 20 user system: £6,281 plus £2,206 pa. Installation would require 
about 7 days consultancy and training at a further £5,700. Depending on 
sophistication of the installation, configuration and training for 25-user 
system works out around £8,000. Typical price for 100+ users is 
£150-250 per user for 100+ users. Extra SQL Server licence also required. 
Additional Modules: AdvanceDocs (PDF output), Intranet and 
Extranet
Operating system: Windows 2000/XP
Database: MS SQL Server
Document formats: MS Office documents, emails and any other 
format, including practice/tax files and accounts data; scans held as PDFs.

Reference sites
Robert J Hart
Pitcher Partners
Bentleys MRI

User comments:
"WorkSite fits very well with the particular needs of accountancy firms and 
other professional organisations. The system is very instinctive and direct. 
MS Office documents are handled efficiently with a simple solution for bringing 
in documents created by other applications." 
Ed Wicke, Systems Architect, Top 20 firm, 2004

"This system has been designed for larger and multi-office firms and would 
cover all the present and future requirements of our firm. The Intranet and 
Extranet modules mean it fully scaleable and use of the latest Microsoft
technologies such as Sharepoint Services makes this a future-proof solution." 
Nigel Harris, Practice Manager, Burton-Sweet 2005

User Rating:



How it works
Documents assigned to client files, which are batched alphabetically within 
the system. The default file structure can be altered to match user's 
preference. Reference notes can be added to files when archived. Export 
function allows user to copy read-only versions, for example to take to a 
meeting with client. 

Configuration
Flexible and designed to fit around a firm's general client files. Also includes 
audit file archive, which has built-in library of IRIS audit codes. Users can be 
up and running after one hour's training.  

Key features
Search: Straightforward, intuitive search facilities allows users to quickly 
locate documents from their content, including scanned documents 
(Optical Character Recognition), Microsoft Office files (Word, Excel, etc), 
e-mail, text files, PDF files. 
Integration: Seamless integration with Microsoft Office (Word, Excel and 
Outlook), Microsoft Windows Explorer and Microsoft Internet Explorer 
(web-page saving).
Workflow: Full audit trail provided from scanning to viewing. Documents 
can have action dates and people assigned. Users can also send documents 
via Outlook.
Security: Internal controls restrict users to specified areas of the system 
- for example, scanners can only scan. Log files allow review of activity by
user & document.

Supplier information
Business-Work-Ware, 
BWW House, 3A Craddocks Parade, Ashtead, Leatherhead Surrey KT21 1QL. 
Tel 020 8786 3676. 
Email info@business-work-ware.com

Business-Work-Ware spec check
Target market: Small to medium-sized accountancy firms (1 to 
200 users).
Price: £3677 for 5 user license including installation and 1 year support. 
Operating system: Windows XP Pro/Server 2000/Server 2003 for 
server, Windows 2000 or better for workstations.
Databases: Microsoft Access or Microsoft SQL Server 2000 or better.
Document formats: Microsoft Office docs from within applications, 
emails, PDFs & "any file". Application also provides a view into the Outlook 
in-boxes where they can be indexed and saved to the archive. 

AccountingWEB Paperless Office Buyer’s Guide November 2005

User ra:tings
  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability          ★★★★     
 Features          ★★★★   
 Security           ★★★★    
 Supplier  ★★★  

 Value               ★★★   

Business-Work-Ware for Accountants www.business-work-ware.com

Overview
Microsoft Windows-based multi-user system tailored for accountancy firms and offering facilities for storing 
scanned document images, electronic files, e-mails and attachments. Files are stored in their natural format 
and can be forwarded for work-flow purposes. Template editions are also available for other professions 
including law firms, insolvency practitioners and financial advisers.

User comments:
"Good facility for limiting user’s access rights. As an insolvency practice with 
confidential data, this is particularly important. I can keep the accounts for the 
practice in the same database as case files without staff gaining access to 
private documents. It is also possible to set it so that they do not even know a 
folder exists. Access rights also extend to MS Windows, closing down the back 
entry. Unlike some developers, Business-Work-Ware is very responsive and 
developed templates for insolvency practitioners.
Marc Landsman, Director, Carmichael & Co 2005
 

User Rating:



How it works
Users are directed by pull down menus to save documents to client files.
The archive is structured around in-trays, to which scanned documents are
assigned and can be passed to other users. Incoming mail is held in a Pending
list. Right-clicking on a document displays an audit trail showing the time/date,
action and names of individuals between whom the document was passed.
Meta data can also be viewed and edited.

Ease of use
Cumulus attempts to simplify the scanning and storage processes to enable
staff to handle documents easily with a minimum of errors and misfiling.
The system is up and running from day one of installation.

Configuration
Document types and fields can be adapted in various ways to match users
client database. The software comes with preconfigured but customisable
categories and 300 commonly used accountancy document titles. The filing
structure is based on a client list, which can be imported as a CSV file from
any practice management system.

Key features
Search: The system indexes documents only from meta data rather than
their entire content and has no OCR capability. Extra fields are available for
text tags and searching. Scanned documents can be retrieved and viewed
while in another user's Pending list.
Security: Files are automatically encrypted using 128-bit Blowfish
encryption. Administrator has sole deletion rights and controls access to
client files and documents through a group/user list and Cumulus system
passwords.
Workflow: Simple document-distribution system based around Pending
lists, to which scanned documents (or imported email/word/excel documents 
etc) are assigned and designated for other users to read and sign off.
Output options: Allow you to export an encrypted client file and take it
offsite with a companion viewing program on a USB memory stick. Individual
pages can be selected from a file and emailed to clients, rather than having to
send a whole file.
Document merge: Can scan in pages and add them to an existing
document

Supplier information
Newleafsoftware, Burnt Mills, Basildon, SS13 1EF. 
Tel: 01268 724927 
Email:  Jon.gill@cumulus-paperless.co.uk 

AccountingWEB Paperless Office Buyer’s Guide November 2005

User ra:tings
  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability           ★★★★★  ★★★★  
 Features         ★★★★  ★★★★ 
 Security          ★★★★  ★★★★ 
 Supplier          ★★★★  ★★★★

 Value               ★★★  ★★★

Cumulus www.cumulus-paperless.co.uk

Overview
User-friendly application designed by accountants for accountants with client-based file structure and good 
preview facilities. Designed for accountancy practices and independent financial advisers from single user to 
large corporates with many hundreds of users.  Cumulus dispenses with resource hungry unstructured features 
such as OCR and instead indexes on structured user entered meta data that emulates the organizations existing 
filing procedures.  The program works with Microsoft Sequel Server or MSDE and can also be used remotely via 
Terminal Services.

Cumulus Spec check
Target market:  Accountancy/IFA firms, small to large corporates
Price: Single licence costs £1,500+vat, plus 20% annual maintenance
package; cost covers all minor and major revisions and 9am-5.30pm
email/telephone support. Estimated cost for single user system including
software, installation and training: £2,200 (+VAT); 5 concurrent user
system, £4,320 approx; 20-user system £10,560.
Operating system: Windows XP, 2000 or above.
Database: Microsoft SQL Server or MSDE
Recommended system: 1GHz pc with 256Mb memory minimum,
1024 x768 screen resolution. Microsoft Outlook is required for email
integration
Document formats: Any Windows file type, PDFs, Office 
documents and Outlook emails. (Full back file archive service offered by 
supplier in Cumulus-ready format)

User comments:
"You can tell it was designed by an accountant. Almost without anyone showing 
you what to do you could pick it up." 
Michael Bottomley, Robertshaw & Myers 2004

"A lot of thought has gone into making the retrieval and viewing of documents 
easier than some systems. Instant previews were particularly useful." 
Keith Jones, Knight Arnold Wall 2004

"The system has been designed to be as simple to use as possible, and achieves 
this. The training process for most staff would be very simple. The workflow 
features have been designed in conjunction with an accountancy practice and 
would require few changes from the old paper-based system. This system is very 
undemanding on the firm's IT system, most firms will be able to use it with little
or no additional IT investment." 
Nigel Harris, Burton-Sweet 2005

"It has more functionality than we need with the workflow and is too rigid in 
some areas. A plus point is the way in which files are automatically encrypted."
Andrew Sturgeon, Caviar Consulting 2005

User Rating:



How it works
DocuWare saves all documents into one big pool, which is organised into a 
series of filing cabinets to minimise user culture shock. The Tiffmaker module 
automatically files documents from any Windows application into the cabinets. 
Self-contained file cabinets can be burned on to CD and DVD with a viewer 
attached for archive storage. 

Ease of use
The interface is very clear and intuitive. All of the main functions and add-on 
modules accessed by the usual Windows-style drop-down menus and icon 
toolbars. Reviewers got to grips with it very easily, but some training and 
tailoring of the application is recommended to shape it for your organisation. 

Configuration
Various methods are available to structure the records so they match the 
organisation's filing practices. This will usually be carried out by the DocuWare 
reseller who installs the system. Plug-ins can be added to take emails and files 
directly from Microsoft Office and place them into the central document pool. 
A toolkit allows for customisation. 

Key features
Search: Document retrieval possible from other applications; OCR can be 
used to "point and shoot" at a scanned document image to enter a text string 
into search box. 
Integration: Autoindex module can link to external data sources such as 
accounting systems to collect data such as customer and supplier names, 
record numbers, dates etc. Connect modules make it possible to integrate 
with SAP and Lotus Notes.
Annotations: Notes can be added to documents via text “rubber stamps”. 
Barcodes can be scanned and their information added as keywords. 
CD/DVD burner: Files can be supplied to clients on CD-ROM or DVD 
with CD Request module. Each CD includes Reader program to allow users 
to view records. 
Security: Entire Cabinets can be hidden from view or set for read-only access, 
Editing/deleting access can be controlled for individual files
Templates: Standard documents such as invoices and orders can be set up 
within the system to automatically populate document index page.
Web access: Available via DocuWare's Internet Server
Workflow: Workflow module can take a document such as an invoice and 
passing it through for approval, then authorisation and finally payment, each 
area applying a “rubber stamp” before passing it to the next stage.

Supplier information
DocuWare Ltd, Weybridge, Surrey KT13 0TT. 
Tel: 01932 268455
Email: peter.collins@docuware.com
Docuware UK work on an indirect sales model, so customers would 
normally go through one of its resellers. 
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User ra:tings
  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability        ★★★★★ ★★★★★     
 Features        ★★★★ ★★★★   
 Security         ★★★★★ ★★★★    
 Supplier n/a ★★★★  

 Value             ★★★★ ★★★   

DocuWare 4.6 www.docuware.com

Overview
Headquartered in Munich, DocuWare is a paperless office pioneer that offers a family of modules that can be 
bundled into different configurations to match the user's needs. These can range from the entry-level DocuWare 
Business version based on the core modules to versions that incorporate workflow controls and link to corporate 
systems such as SAP and Lotus Notes.

DocuWare Spec check
Target market: Small, medium & large size organizations in business 
& practice. No limit to concurrent users supported.
Price: Software licence options start from £988 for a single-user version 
of DocuWare Business, plus annual maintenance & support charged at 17%
of license fee (£168). A five-user system would cost £2791 + £475 
maintenance and for a 10 user system £5220 + £888 annual maintenance.
Additional Modules: Active Import (doc/email indexing); Recognition 
(OCR & barcode reader); Autoindex; Content-Folder (workflow); 
CD Maker (archiving); Document-Server (remote access); Connect to R/3; 
Connect to Notes.
Implementation: Entry-level system implementation costs from £3,000 
approx. Typical 25-user system with implementation: £10,000–£17,000
Recommended hardware: Server: Pentium 200 Mhz with 
256MB RAM and 10GB hard drive (128Mb RAM if using XP). Workstations: 
minimum Pentium with 32Mb RAM (98/ME); 64Mb (NT/2000); 
128Mb (XP) 
Document formats: Any Windows file type, PDFs, Office documents 
and emails.
Operating system: Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP
Database: Microsoft SQL Server, Raima (flat file database) and links to 
others via ODBC.

User comments:
“DocuWare can be very easily configured to mirror your filing structure and 
work processes, so you would not have to change your operations at all. But if 
you did, you would soon find that you had better information available to 
everybody from anywhere.”  
Steve Warburton, ATMS plc, 2005

“I spend around an hour a week chasing invoices that haven’t been signed off 
and this feature alone would make it worth spending the money. ”
Steve Warburton, ATMS plc, 2005

“It is designed primarily for SMEs and departments within large organisations, 
but can be used by any organisation – users include BMW, IBM UK and 
Disneyland Paris. It is not specifically designed with the accounting practice in 
mind. However, it was clear that the system was well thought out and designed 
and is capable of use in the accounting practice.” 
Kevin Salter, Glover Stanbury & Co, 2005

User Rating:



How it works
Invu acts as the central store for every document on your network using a 
Save to Invu command. Workflow tools allow you to define a process such 
as purchase order processing and Invu will track and file the relevant 
documents and authorisations - with annotations, if needed. Tasks are 
presented to each user as a list in their In Tray. 

Ease of use
Invu interface is based on a small icon toolbar that floats on the PC desktop, 
which can be customised to provide each user with the modules they need f
rom the following selection: Templates, Search, Scan, In Tray, Workflow, Fax, 
Filing, Admin or Web. The toolbar is unobtrusive and allows you to drag and 
drop files to the icons for scanning, archiving and so on. A suberb example of 
how to make software easy to use. 

Configuration
Installation revolves around creating "Interest" folders, which equate to the 
digital filing cabinets in which you hold information. Template function allows 
you to specify the document types you want to store, where you want to 
keep them and the fields you index within them. Other set up tasks, like 
security, are carried out in Wizard-like dialogue boxes.

Key features
Search: Multiple indexing and search options, with predictive text in query
boxes
Automatic OCR: Scanned documents are automatically indexed, with 
keywords held in a separate text file for fast searching
Security: Security profiles set access rights for individual users for every 
interest and document type. An audit log is kept of all actions to every 
document including saving, viewing, and modifying, giving details of the time 
of the action and the user who carried it out.
Version control: If active documents are edited, Invu retains a copy of the 
old file (commentary notes can be added) 
Workflow tools: Specify processes and assign tasks to individual Invu users 
or groups. Authorised documents become read-only when saved.
Code free integration: DMS can "learn" to pick up data from other 
applications you run and link them to Interest archives or workflow 
processes - for example purchase invoices.

Supplier information
Invu, Blisworth, Northants NN7 3DB. 
Tel: 01604 859893
Invu is supplied primarily by resellers such as TMC Document Management 
Services in South London, Tel: 020 8656 6010.
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  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability         ★★★★★ ★★★★  ★★★   
 Features       ★★★★★ ★★★★  ★★★ 
 Security        ★★★★★ ★★★  ★★★  
 Supplier        ★★★★ ★★★★  ★★

 Value             ★★★★★ ★★★★★  ★★★ 

Invu Professional Series 200 www.invu.net

Overview
Designed as a general purposes electronic document management environment for use in small firms right up 
to businesses with 150+ users, Invu's stated objective is for its software to provide 80% of functions for a 
significantly lower price than traditional document management systems. With excellent MS Office integration, 
workflow tools and "code-free" integration, Invu lived up to this promise, yet is easy to understand and use. 
Scalable from Series 100 standalone edition to networkable Series 200 version and Series 250 with workflow 
controls. 

Invu Series 200 Spec check
Target market: General business & practice use, from 1 to 150 users 
Price: £750 for single user licence, £3,270 for 10 users; £10,000+ 
quoted for 15-user system, configuration, training and first-year support.
Modules: Series 100 (standalone); Series 200 (networked); Series 250 
(includes workflows); i200 & i250 (Web-based)
Implementation: Typically one day, standard user training in a 
morning or less
Demonstration system: 1.4GHz Pentium 4 with 512Mb RAM - 
can run with less 
Document formats: Any Windows file type, any image type including 
TIFFs, JPEGs, and PDFs, Office documents and emails.
Operating system: Windows 2000 & XP 
Database: SQLbase supplied as standard for up to 150 users; above that, 
SQL Server or Oracle

User comments:
"A proper document management system that limits users' ability to make 
changes to documents - or if you do, it notes the date the changes were made. 
It would suit a smaller business of our size and requirements, but could also 
cope with larger capacities. " 
Ray Robinson, Phipps & Co 2004

"Let down by poor demonstration and subsequent follow-up." 
Mark Austen, James & Cowper 2005

User Rating:



How it works
When final accounts, tax returns and company forms are created within IRIS 
they are automatically stored in the relevant client file. AutoMail interfaces 
directly with Microsoft Word so that letters are generated into your standard 
template. AutoMail interfaces directly with Microsoft Word and uses 
templates to generate letters with data fields filled from the IRIS database. 
Emails can also be tracked.

Configuration
Interface is menu-driven and easy to use once initial templates have been set 
up (a standard set is supplied). Personalised files names and directory 
structures are also supported.

Key features
Search/retrieve: Based on central IRIS client database. User can pull up a 
view of all documents associated with client via a Tab on their main record 
screen, or by using the general search utility. 
Workflow: IRIS Practice Management communicates with IRIS tax and 
practice applications to automate job scheduling and task assignments. 
Authorisation process for billing allows draft to be checked and sent for 
electronic approval.
Security: Flexible permission levels can be allocated across the entire IRIS 
suite to protect client records.
Communication Tracking: Logs documents created within the IRIS suite, 
and also provides input form to log telephone calls.

Supplier information
IRIS, Riding Court House, Datchet, Berkshire SL3 9JT. 
Tel: 01753 212444
Email: info@iris.co.uk

IRIS Practice Management spec check
Target market: Accountancy firms that use IRIS for tax & accounts 
preparation
Price: Bundled as part of IRIS Practice Management suite. Small standalone 
single-user system would start at £160 with annual fees of £59. A small 
network system with 5 users has initial fees of £420 and annual fees of £425; 
A network system with 25 users initial fees of £1,360 and annual fees £2,400.
Cost for typical sole practitioner (including tax and accounts preparation) 
£2,000.
Operating system: Windows 2000 & XP 
Database: Pervasive (Microsoft SQL Server version due in October 2005)
Recommended hardware: Pentium P3 800Mhz+ 256/512Mb RAM
Document formats: MS Office documents, emails and native 
IRIS information. Needs linking to external DMS to handle scanned 
document files
Modules: AutoMail, Communication Tracking, plus integrated tax, 
accounts production, time & fees and company secretarial modules
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User ra:tings
  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability    ★★★★★    
 Features    ★★★★  

 Security    ★★★★   
 Supplier  ★★★★  

 Value      ★★★★★ 

IRIS Practice Management www.iris.co.uk

Overview
In recent years IRIS has been expanding the paperless facilities of its practice software suite, which includes 
accounts preparation, business and personal tax modules. AutoMail and Communication Tracking modules 
manage client-related documents and provide basic workflow controls. The developer continues to explore 
the possibilities for integrating with third-party systems such as EasyWare.

User comments:
"IRIS produces software which is ideally suited to the accountancy profession. 
I can’t imagine how I would cope without it. The AutoMail function has 
certainly made life much easier… IRIS are keen to hear of customer 
requirements and to adapt and expand the software to meet the needs of 
practitioners." 
Bill Allsopp, Sole practitioner, 2005

User Rating:



How it works
Singleview acts as an intranet front-end for the existing practice management 
database and automatically creates document filing cabinets for each client. 
Built-in Wizards direct scanned files and documents created with Microsoft 
Office programs into the Singleview cabinets. Outbound or incoming e-mail 
can also be saved into the client data area by clicking the Save to Singleview 
button on the Outlook Add-in menu.

Ease of use
The web-based front-end makes using Singleview akin to looking for Web 
documents with Google and the template-driven approach to internally 
generated documents does much of the indexing work for end-users. While 
both features make life easy for end-users, they do require significant 
implementation work. 

Configuration
Filing structure is based on Windows folders, making it easy to set up to and 
adapt. Singleview is typically installed in conjunction with 4-5 days of 
consultancy & training – including business process consultancy, administration 
training, and end-user workshops. Word/Excel/PowerPoint document 
templates need to be defined to specify data that will be used for storage and 
index searches.

Key features
Search/retrieve:  Singleview indexes documents as they are created – 
which may place an extra workload on the firm’s main database server. 
Scanned documents are saved and indexed as PDFs. Knowledge 
Management Module provides searchable storage for a generic documents 
such as articles, legislation and admin documents. 
Workflow: Document Workflow Module allows user to define workflow 
paths around the practice via electronic in-trays. All document activity is 
tracked and audit-trailed.
Security: Uses user access controls of host Windows network's Active 
Directory.

Supplier information
MYOB, Westec House, West Gate, London W5 1YY. 
Tel: 020 8997 5500
Email: uk.info@myob.com

Singleview Spec check
Target market: Small-to-large accountancy firms 
Price: Software starts at £1,600
Operating system: Server: Windows 2000 SP4 or 2003 Server; 
Desktop: Windows 98/2000/XP with Internet Explorer 6
Database: Microsoft SQL Server (or MDSE)
Document formats: MS Office documents, emails and any other format; 
scans held as PDFs. Emails sent from within application are stored in client 
folders
Modules: Contact Management; Knowledge Management; Scanning; 
Document Workflow; Email Filer; Scanning Workstation
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MYOB Singleview www.myob.co.uk

Overview
Intranet-based document management system based on Microsoft SQL Server. Singleview directly links to 
major SQL-Server based practice management databases, including MYOB Viztopia Practice Management 
(VPM), Practice Engine, Star, and APS Advance. Word & Excel files are created from templates that 
automatically file them in correct client folder. Scanning with built-in OCR

User comments:
"Singleview is browser-based and effectively serves as the firm’s intranet. The 
Knowledge Management module enables a firm to create a virtual reference 
library of external and internal reference materials. It seems to do everything." 
Nigel Harris, Burton-Sweet 2004

"Extremely simple to use. You could probably explain the basics in 5-10mins. 
It's an open environment. If you overcomplicated it, people would be less likely 
to use it." 
Richard Hayward, Ward Williams 2004

"It helps that it runs from Internet Explorer. Finding client data is as easy as 
using Google and training doesn't have to be very extensive. If you can use a 
web browser, then Singleview is quite easy to pick up. People in our satellite 
office 15km away can use it as if they're in the office here." 
Crawford Miller, IT manager, William Duncan & Co 2005

"Very impressed - by accountants, for accountants. It's a very useful tool, but 
does need a lot of setting up. More than the scanning, I was interested in the 
job tracking and the operational control that it gave. Part of our problem is how 
to knit our systems together and Singleview could potentially be part of our 
overall solution." 
Anne Miller, Managing Director, The Accounts Service 2005

"Good Internet Explorer-based front end, with easy linking & drill down to menu 
items/reports. Although Microsoft Office documents are forced into Singleview's 
filing structure via the in-built wizards, any outbound or incoming e-mail will 
only end up in the correct client data area if the user specifically clicks on the 
Save to Singleview add-in button." 
Mark Austen, James & Cowper, 2005

Reference sites
Berg Kaprow Lewis
Shaw & Co, Oxford
Peters Elworthy & Moore
Simmons Gainsford

User Rating:



How it works
Documents assigned to categories when placed in the archive (eg by
'customer', or as 'invoice'). OCR & Annotation facilities can be applied to 
scanned documents, plus indexing for MS Office files. 

Configuration
Easily adapted to mirror user file hierarchy. Facility to import existing data.

Key features
Search: Web interface allows searches by multiple criteria including meta 
data, categories and text. Viewing an Office document opens it in that 
application.
Workflow: Not in standard edition of Obsidian. Document routing facility 
available within additional FiRe module.
Security: Access levels can be set using security controls in MS Windows, 
Office & SQL Server. Users can be assigned add/edit/delete rights to 
categories within Obsidian

Supplier information
xDM Software, 
Tel: 0845 052 1327
Email: dave@xdmsoftware.co.uk

xDM Spec check
Target market: 3-100 users in business & practice
Price: £250 per seat + 20% support fee 
Additional Modules: Obsidian ASP (web-hosted); FiRe (enhanced 
filing & routing); Office 2003 Integration; Outlook 2003 Integration; Practice 
Engine "Dashlets"; Add-in for Microsoft CRM
Operating systems: Windows 2000 & XP
Databases: MS SQL Server (MSDE provided if required)
Document formats: Any Windows file type, with specific features for 
PDFs, Office documents and emails.

Reference sites
CW Fellowes
Westpoint Mortgage Management

User comments:
"A good introduction to moving toward a more paperless environment at low 
cost and commitment. Seamlessness with MS Office is an attraction." 
Jeff Tansley, Axiom International, 2004

"Very easy to understand and straightforward to use. Ideally suited for a smaller 
organisation, although there is no reason why it could not be adapted for use 
with a larger business." 
Ros Martin, Tax consultant, 2004. 
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Obsidian xDM www.xdmsoftware.co.uk

Overview
General purpose document management system tailored for smaller organisations, typically with 3 to 100 users. 
Obsidian is a Web browser-based system offering seamless integration with Microsoft Office (Word, Excel and 
Outlook) and a hosted Obsidian ASP edition. Integration available for Practice Engine software and Sage Line 50. 

User Rating:



How it works
To file a document in Papermaster Pro you either scan in a document or 
print directly to PaperMaster Pro from Office applications such as Word and 
Excel.  An extra PaperMaster button appears on Office application tool bars 
to file the document in its archive. Files are stored by default as e-fax files, or 
PDFs. However PaperMaster Pro file viewer only works with efax files.

Ease of use
The conceptual structure and screen layout means any one who’s once 
acted as a filing clerk in their life can find their way around. The layout can be 
changed to suit your preference, for example with the filing hierarchy shown 
as a Explorer-like tree.
  

Configuration
Software set-up is kept as simple as possible with few technical demands 
aside from setting up filing cabinet and drawer names.

Key features
Search/retrieve: PaperMaster Pro provides facilities to attach your own 
notes for keyword searching. The system can convert documents into text 
using OCR  and indexes all documents to enable quick searching. 
Security: Cabinets and Drawers are password protected (and display a 
padlock when passwords apply).  Folders and documents cannot be 
password protected individually.
Workflow: No specific workflow facilities.
Document linking: enter a link on a papermaster document to another 
widows explorer document.  When this link is clicked, the other file will 
automatically open using the appropriate application

Supplier information
PaperMaster Pro is sold mainly through local resellers and retail websites and 
was developed by j2 Global Communications of Hollywood, California. 
Tel: (323) 860-9200. Trial versions can be downloaded from 
www.papermaster.net

PaperMaster Pro Spec check
Target market:  Individuals and small business users
Price: Listed at £141 (?206) on www.papermaster.net, but available for 
less from retail suppliers, for example £114 from www.softwareoasis.com
Operating system: Windows 98SE, ME, 2000 or XP
Database: Pervasive (MS SQL Server due in October 2005)
Recommended hardware: Pentium P3 800Mhz+ 256/512Mb 
Ram, 800x600 screen res
Document formats: Scans and Office documents default to e-fax 
format. PDFs also held.
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PaperMaster Pro www.papermaster.net

Overview
PaperMaster Pro was designed as a personal document management system suitable for a small home-office 
supporting up to five users. The program interface is based around graphical filing cabinets, which even have 
traditional file tabs when you open a drawer on screen. The metaphor is maintained right down the hierarchy 
to folders and files. 

User comments:
"An efficient, powerful, cost effective piece of software. For a 'cheap' piece of 
software, it does seem to be feature rich.  All documents can be indexed and 
you simply need to search for a given word in the whole of the filing cabinet 
and it will pull up the relevant documents." 
Douglas Quinton, Business Aspirations Ltd, 2005

User Rating:



How it works
All documents, whether scanned images, emails or Office files, are held in 
electronic files relating to each client. When capturing a document, you can 
first highlight a client folder and then run the scan, which will be automatically 
deposited in the selected client file. Or you can scan to a holding folder or 
ones created for each team member.  

Ease of use
The client-based approach to filing makes it very easy for practitioners to 
grasp the system's underlying principles. The Paperless Office module was 
straightforward and fitted well into the overall suite, but with so many 
practice management, CRM and workflow facilities available, some training is 
recommended to gain the full benefits.  

Configuration
Filing structure is based on Windows folders, making it easy to set up to and 
adapt. Typically the application is mapped to the user's client file structure - a 
relatively simple task even for unsophisticated users. Names and addresses 
can be imported as CSV files from spreadsheets or other accounting and 
contact management systems. Firms may need to set aside time to create up 
new template letters and spreadsheets within the Rapport environment.

Key features
Search/retrieve: Data stored by client, with subfolders for tax, accounts 
etc. Support for keywords and extra search fields. Supplier's claim that any 
document can be retrieved within 10 seconds confirmed by user tests. 
Security: Different access rights can be assigned to individual user 
passwords, with an option for to choose whether stored documents are 
editable or read-only, with read-only the default. Word documents can 
editable for a user-defined period, after which they are read only. 
Workflow: Diary includes Event dates which can be used to track progress 
of jobs along with Action lists

Supplier information
PracticeNet, Capital Business Park, Wentloog Avenue, Cardiff CF3 2PX. 
Tel: 029 2083 7410. 
Email: sales@practicenet.co.uk
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PracticeNet Rapport Edition 5 www.practicenet.co.uk

Overview
User-friendly "client centric" Paperless Office system, which stores MS Office files, emails, scanned documents 
and voice recordings. Rapport also includes a client relationship management (CRM) system incorporating a 
marketing database and diary. There is a note facility and OCR capabilities. Rapport also integrates with 
Practice Net’s Practice Management System – Panache.

Rapport Spec check
Target market: Small to medium-size accountancy firms
Price: Software £249 for single user. Additional optional modules 
include; £100 for each additional user, Annual support contract with 
Free Product Updates £120, Scanning software to integrate with Rapport 
£120 and £150 training. Total start-up cost for single-user system with all
 modules would be £ 639.
Operating system: Any 32-bit Windows version: XP, 98se, NT & 2000, 
also Terminal Servers and Citrix; with support for Linux/Unix on central 
data server
Database: Microsoft Access 
Document formats: MS Office documents, emails and scanned files, 
(TIP, PDF, MDI). Rapport links to QMS, Digita and other tax return packages.
Modules: Practice Net Accounts Production; Practice Net Time Costing 
& Fees Ledger; CAS Corporate Affairs for annual returns etc; Telephone 
recorder; Marketing analysis module; Web access module available if 
required. Also integrates with QMS Tax & other tax products 

User comments:
"A nice, easy to use system with some useful add-ons (diary, marketing 
database). It already works on the same kind of filing structure that I use and 
PracticeNet seems very aware of our needs." 
Paul Jenkins, Jenkins & Co, 2004

"The system can be used for workflow and would be useful for my company. 
Payment or dispatch is not applicable within the basic system, but it has multi 
definition fields, so these could be set up to handle this." 
Glen Patterson, Custom Enterprises, 2005

User Rating:



How it works
Paperless arrives with a copy of Crystal Reports, which is used as the 
formatting  tool for collecting together and laying out the data for printing-out, 
allowing for plain paper copying or dispatch via fax/email. Optional DocStore 
can retain PDF copies of printed forms and link them to Line 500 screens 
and fields for retrieval.

Ease of Use
Windows based and user-friendly, with click-and-drag form layout tool.

Configuration
Paperless comes with a number of Line 500 documents already configured; 
most installations require 1-2 days' work to amend the forms supplied within 
Crystal Reports or create new forms. Because Sage Paperless is designed for 
specific tasks within Line 200/500, modifications would be required to extend 
it into other applications.

Key features
Search: Facility for user to add own meta data to Sage Paperless forms
Security: Provided at the document/user level

Sage Paperless Spec check
Target market:  Sage Line 200 and 500 users
Price: £6,300 + £3,000 approx for installation
Modules: DocStore; Design, PDF, Mail, Fax, Crystal Reports
Document formats: Any Windows file type, PDFs.
Operating system: Windows 2000 & XP, Unix 
Database: Microsoft Access Runtime required 

Supplier information
Sage, Sage House, Wharfedale Road, Winnersh, Wokingham, Berkshire 
RG41 5RD. 
Tel: 0118 927 0100. 
Email: sesinfo@sage.com.
Sage Paperless is supplied by Sage resellers such as BDE International Ltd.

User comments:
"[The workflow features] were of most interest to me. For example the system 
arranged for sales ledger invoices to be despatched to customers via e-mail or
 failing that by fax overnight."
Chris Skelton, Extracare Charitable Trust 2005
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Sage Paperless www.sage.co.uk/productsandservices

Overview
Sage Paperless is an add-on module for the Sage Line 200 and 500 ERP systems. It is primarily an outgoing 
document control system that allows any document printed from Line 200 and 500 to be distributed via 
hardcopy, email or fax. For example, an invoice printed in Line 500 can be reformatted by Paperless, with added 
graphics, and then emailed as a PDF document to the customer. Paperless easily integrates with Line 200/500, 
and should not be viewed as a document management solution as it does not offer as much functionality or 
flexibility as some of the specialist document management systems available.

User Rating:



How it works
Like many paperless systems, Easyware is designed as a secure electronic 
filing cabinet, but can be extended with additional modules for data capture, 
mail archiving, web access and workflow routing.  The interface allows you 
to archive documents directly from the screen or to drag and drop 
documents into the electronic files and includes a viewer for 200+ image 
formats.
 

Configuration
Able to map organisation's existing file structure, but some 
consultancy/configuration work may be needed to integrate it with existing 
applications. Application programming interface (API) has made it possible to 
link Easyware to outside systems such as Microsoft Office, Microsoft Navision, 
SAP and Star. Like many powerful paperless office systems, it can place a 
strain on older hardware.

Key features
Search/retrieve:  Web-based Verity search engine can retrieve files based 
on OCR indexing and metadata notes to create a multi-purpose archive. 
Users can add their own databases into the pull-down menus and attach 
"post-it" style notes.
Workflow: Browser-based document routing and sign-off tools that can 
work over the web and let users define their own workflow paths.
Security: Documents cannot be changed once they have been saved to 
the archive. Good version control with "tamper proof" controls on saved 
documents and emails.

Supplier information
Star Computers, 
Star Centre 2 The Boulevard, Blackmoor Lane, Watford WD18 8UX. 
Tel: 01923 246414
Email: sales@starplc.com

Star EASY Spec check
Target market:  Originally for corporate market, but now being priced 
and marketed to firms of all sizes.
Price: Entry-level system starts at £6,000 plus consultancy and training.
Operating system: Windows XP, 2000
Database: Easy uses Verity indexing to manage binary data – there is no 
database or store as such, just secure containers within the server's file 
system . 
Document formats: Scanned files, Office documents and output 
from any Windows application. Print to archive facility captures any file.
Modules: Easy Archive, Easy Capture, Easy Documents, plus Star 
Dashboard web front end 

Reference sites
Horwath Clark Whitehill
Bryden Johnson

AccountingWEB Paperless Office Buyer’s Guide November 2005

User ra:tings
  SMEs Small Practice  Large Practice
 Usability           ★★★★★  ★★★★  

 Features        ★★★★★  ★★★★

 Security          ★★★★  ★★★★

 Supplier          ★★★★  ★★★★★

 Value               ★★★★  ★★★★

Star EASY www.starplc.com

Overview
Flexible and fast general purpose paperless office system with OCR, Web browser and workflow capabilities. 
Developed in Germany by Easy Software and adapted by Star Computers to integrate with its Star Practice 
Management system and other commonly used applications. ICAEW accredited and Storage Awards winner 
for Best Archiving Software Product 2005.

User comments:
"Star EASY are willing to listen to what we want and include it within James & 
Cowper’s solution. They have been proactive in coming up with a save wizard 
similar to the normal Word document save wizard that automatically appears 
on screen as a user presses ‘Send’ or opens an unread e-mail." 
Mark Austen, James & Cowper, 2005

"Star are very responsive. We wanted strong integration with our practice 
management system, which everyone uses on a daily basis. Star can integrate 
the Easy search engine into Star Global.  You can click an icon within the client 
screen and search for any documentation by entering relevant criteria. The 
results come back looking like a spreadsheet, with each document on a 
separate row, listed in date order with the client name and document 
description." 
Steve Williams, Langtons, 2005

User Rating:
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SpecIT consultant Oliver Haskell offers some guidelines on the 
options available within document management systems. This 
checklist sets out key areas of functionality and explores some 
of the reasons for requiring them. A more detailed version is 
available online at: 
http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/item/12890/448.

Archive file structure
The system should be configurable to reflect the organisation's 
current filing system. This minimises the disruption to users 
when moving to a new system, reduces the amount of work 
for the implementation team, and diminishes the need for 
user training. It should be possible to place security restrictions 
on the library structure so access to documents is determined 
by their filing location.

Version control
The ability to manage multiple versions of the same document 
opens the door to version control as well enabling users to edit 
and mark-up documents within the archive. Validity dates 
and/or other mechanisms can ensure that only the correct 
version of a document is be retrieved during standard 
searches.

Meta data and searching tools
The ability to add user-definable meta data to each 
document makes it easier for users to find documents using 
keyword search strings. It should be possible to define meta 
data fields without recourse to the software vendor and to 
assign pull-down menus and other means of restricting the 
content of meta fields. "Fuzzy" search techniques are a bonus.

Full text indexing and searching
This facility makes the text within electronic documents 
available for faster retrieval by storing it within a database 
index. Full text indexing may be linked to meta data through 
user-defined rules. Indexing may be carried out as a 
background task, without slowing down the process of adding 
documents to the library. 

Integrated scanning/imaging
Scanning can often be handled by a third party system, but is 
better handled within the system itself. The system should be 
able to accept input and command any industry standard 
scanner and should feed new documents into the library when 
they are scanned.

Integrated optical character recognition
OCR can translate text within a scanned image file into 
readable form. This is especially useful for indexing and 
categorising documents based on their content. Variants 
include form recognition – the ability to recognise and 
discount the fixed part of a printed form so that only the 
contents of the form are stored, not the structure - and 
barcode recognition. The system should be capable of 
recognising and correcting the orientation of and scan quality 
of a document.

Document relationships and dependencies
An ability to create document-to-document relationships 
and dependencies not only allows version control to operate,
but also provides another mechanism of categorising and 
indexing documents.

Subscription and notification facilities
The capability to manage and deploy user subscription lists 
allows users to be automatically notified of changes to 
documents of interest to them with no need for central 
administration or action. Combined with workflow for 
document approval, this provides a very potent timesaving 
device and communication aid. 

Role-based security policies and templates
The ability to apply security policies to documents and users 
is essential to protect confidential information. Role-based 
security can control access rights by groups, rather than 
treating each user individually.

Usage log
Tracking user access to documents provides an audit trail, 
plus valuable feedback on how useful a particular document 
or set of documents is. 

Workflow features
Workflow functionality automates approval processes; with
 more sophisticated tools providing extra tracking and 
reporting capabilities. Ideally users should have a personal 
log-in page that includes workflow notifications and "to-do" 
lists.

Web interface and deployability
"Zero footprint" solutions such as Web-browser applications 
can have significant effects on deployment costs for medium
 and large organisations. 

Help and training facilities
Built-in help - preferably context-sensitive - is particularly 
important for a document management system. After all, 
the software should be able to manage its own documents. 
Workflow tools can help establish a framework for training 
and tutorials.

About SpecIT
Oliver Haskell is a principal consultant with SpecIT, an online 
software selection knowledge base operated by the 
Marlborough Management Group consultancy. 
Medium-to-large organisations typically use SpecIT to 
identify key requirements for business systems. The 
organisation is now working to make similar analysis tools 
and software consultancy available for smaller organisations. 
 

The Paperless Office - selection checklist
by Oliver Haskell, SpecIT
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Paperless Office suppliers

Corporate 
Easy Enterprise
EMC Documentum
FileNET 
Interwoven 
KnowPro 
Oce Prisma 
Version One dBArchive 
Worldox 
Xerox DocuShare 

ERP software suppliers
SAP Connectivity Suite (incorporating Esker DeliveryWare)
Oracle Collaboration suite
Sage Paperless 
*Check with your current ERP software supplier for 
compatible systems

Mid-market & SME business systems
DocumentXP 
Drycir Spindle
Easy Archive
Hitec DataStore32 
Intelligent Filing eVU
Invu
iOutput File Centre
KnowledgeDesk 
Paperclip 
PaperMaster Pro
Qualcentriq 
Tokario TokOpen
Tradocs 
xDM Obsidian
Zetadocs for Accounting (Sage Line 100)

Invoice and order processing
Image Integrators
Bottomline Technologies 
Formscan 
Centris 
Rochford Thompson 
BasWare 
Digital Vision 

Integrated practice/paperless - large/medium firm
APS WorkSite
CCH PROsystem
Star/Easyware
MYOB Singleview

Integrated practice/paperless - medium/small firm
Business-Work-Ware
Cumulus
DocuManager 
IRIS
Keytime DRIVE 
Papershrink 
PracticeEngine 
PracticeNet Rapport

Audit tools
CCH PROaudit 
CaseWare Paperless Audit 

For more details see: 
http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/item/128992/448
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Further reading - AccountingWEB Expert Guides

The IT Zone guide to the paperless office
www.accountingweb.co.uk/item/128992/448

An introduction to knowledge management
www.accountingweb.co.uk/item/128997/448

The 'less-paper office' - an accountant's eye by Susan Reid, 
Garbutt-Elliott
www.accountingweb.co.uk/item/128997/448

Case studies 

Shaw & Company - Singleview
www.accountingweb.co.uk/redirects/doc_man_sol6_cs.html

Robert J Hart - APS Work Wise 
www.accountingweb.co.uk/redirects/doc_man_aps_cs.html 

Vendor whitepapers

Is your current filing system just too time consuming? - APS
www.accountingweb.co.uk/redirects/doc_man_aps_fa.html

How To Profit From The Paperless Office - PracticeNet
www.accountingweb.co.uk/redirects/doc_man_practicenet_fa.html




